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RESEARCH QUESTION: What are the benefits of facilitated single-visit art museum programs, guided by inquiry-based 
pedagogies, on students in grades 4–6?  
 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS: Though short in duration, facilitated single-visit art museum programs affect students in 
complex, multidimensional ways. There is not one direct effect; rather, there are potentially multiple, interrelated 
effects that are central to the education of young people. 
 

RESEARCH METHOD: A quasi-experimental research design included three study groups: Treatment A participants 
experienced original works of art during a facilitated single-visit program in an art museum; Treatment B participants 
experienced reproductions in a facilitated program in a school classroom; and the Control Group did not receive any 
intervention. 
 

INQUIRY-BASED TEACHING: A trained museum representative (volunteer docent or staff) asks open-ended 
questions; allows group dialogue to evolve in response to students’ comments and questions; provides opportunities 
for students to consider different ideas; and encourages close looking and evidential reasoning. 

 

KEY FINDINGS:  A facilitated 
single-visit program in an art 
museum affects students in 
grades 4–6 in four ways:  

• questioning 

• multiple interpretations 

• physicality of art 

• emotive recall 

 
STUDENT CAPACITIES:  
The NAEA and AAMD team 
chose to focus this research on 
five capacities: 

• creative thinking  
• critical thinking 
• sensorial and affective 

responses  
• human connections 

• academic connections 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: 
 
The research presented in this study identified teaching behaviors related to specific pedagogies and began to 
explore how they affect students in a museum environment. As with all research, new questions emerge. We 
hope we have inspired great interest in researching art education experiences in museums, as the more we 
know about our practice, the more effective we can become. Below are additional questions that we find 
compelling:  
 
● Which teaching behaviors most affect students, and in what ways? For instance, what specific teaching 

behaviors most contribute to students asking more complex questions?  
 

● Because two study results relate so strongly to the sensorial and affective responses (emotive recall and 
physicality of art), further research in this area is warranted. For example, how does a facilitated single-visit 
art museum program affect the senses in other ways? And, how are sensorial and affective responses and 
cognition linked in the context of these programs? 

 
● This study did not find that a one-time classroom program benefited students in the capacities explored. Are 

there other benefits to classroom programs that this study did not detect? Are there different teaching 
models for one-time classroom programs that can benefit students in the capacity areas? Are there effective 
ways to use reproductions of works of art in the classroom that would affect students’ capacities? 
 
 

CONCLUSION:  
This research initiative has generated many other compelling questions regarding the impact of facilitated 
single-visit art museum programs on students, which can be explored through new, original research or existing 
data provided by this study.  
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